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The purpose of the study was finding out whether abilities of horses to win in races of different
status constitute genetically different traits. Data included information on 12143 starts of 1414
Thoroughbreds, aged 2-9  years and 8754 starts of  928 Arab horses, aged 3-10 years. Thorough-
breds ran in 1693 races over the distances ranging from 1000 to 3200 m, while Arab horses partici-
pated in 1157 races on distances from 1400 to 3000 m. One group of high-status (HS) and four
groups of low-status (LS) races were distinguished. Ranking (square root) in HS races and rankings
in LS races were treated as different traits and analysed with a two-trait animal model. Genetic
correlations between traits �ranking in the HS race� and �ranking in one of theLS races�, except
for that between ranking in prestigious races and ranking in group IV races in the Arab horses
ranged from 0.82 to 0.99. It means that we discuss very much the same trait measured only in races
of different prestige statuses. LS results should be used as a source of information upon prediction
of horses� breeding value for the winning ability.
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Seeking opportunity of increasing the reliability of breeding value estimation breeders
try to use all the information available on an evaluated animal. In racing horses in
Poland, we face situation when the system of advancing the horses cause that they
predominantly race in only a certain quality of races, and hence, they race predomi-
nantly against a certain quality of competitors. A problem arises if the results obtained
in different presige races (high-status vs low-status) regard the same genetic back-
ground reflecting a horse�s ability to win. In other words the problem is whether ability to
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win in a prestigious race is the same trait as ability to win in a race of a lower status.
This is not an academic issue. It is a common attitude within the circle of racehorse
people that results obtained in low-status are not comparable at all to the results of the
high-status races. From a practical point of view it is a question of whether, when
estimating breeding value of racing horses, we can combine the results from all the
races in a single run.

The breeding stallions are chosen out of the winners of the high-status races. Pre-
sumably, they should be the best possible, but since the result of a race is affected by
numerous factors, relying just on the results of a limited number of races is risky. One
or two outstanding performances can dramatically change a stallion�s career regard-
less the number of poor performances, and vice versa. A better solution is to account
for all the available performances, including those which can only be attributed to a
horse through the pedigree.

Results of the prestigious races (often called �selection races�) are intuitively pre-
ferred to those obtained in other races. Such an attitude is justified by the plan em-
ployed at the racing tracks [Polski Klub Wy�cigów Konnych 2001] allowing the race
winning horses, or the horses earning much money, to move to a higher status races
and compete against, hopefully, more and more intensely selected rivals. On the other
hand such a plan does not give the horses a chance to run against every possible rival
as not all the horses are given chance to run in prestigious races.

Still, the main body of information comes from the lower-status races. Since the
racing success is very much dependent on many factors linked to a particular race
(state of track, weather, distance, number and quality of competitors, rider, etc.) ignor-
ing knowledge coming from lower-status races upon estimating the breeding value,
would only be justified if ability to win in a high-status race had different genetic
background than the ability to win in a low-status race.

Finding out whether the abilities to win in races of different status are genetically
different traits was the purpose of the present study.

Material and methods

Placings were analysed of Thoroughbred and Arab horses racing in the years of
1998-2001 at three racing tracks in Poland. The data included information on 12143
starts of 1414 Thoroughbreds aged 2-9 years, and on 8754 starts of 928 Arab horses
aged 3-10 years. The Thoroughbred horses ran in 1693 races over the distances of
1000-3200 m, while the Arabs participated in 1157 races and ran distances of 1400-
3000 m. Since the genetic and phenotypic correlations between ranking at finish and
endowments are high [Fedorski 1988, Chico 1994, Sobczyñska and Kownacki 1997,
Sobczyñska and £ukaszewicz 2002] and the money prizes are awarded just to the first
five horses, it was decided to measure the ability to win with the ranking at finish. The
lower-status (LS) races consisted of four groups (IV, III, II, I � from lowest to highest
status) while the high-status (HS) races (A and B categories) were grouped together
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(group 0). Placing at finish in LS races and placing at finish in HS races were treated as
separate traits. Horses which had never run in a prestigious race had missing data for
that type of races. Square root transformation was applied to normalize the distribu-
tion of placings.

The variance components were estimated by the REML method with the software
of Misztal [1998] using the following animal model:

yijklmn  = a + Ai + Gj + Rk + b1 × weightijklmn + b2 × distanceijklm + rl + pem + am + eijklmn

where:
yijklmn � rankings at finish;

a � adequate intercepts;

Ai � fixed effects of age;

Gj � fixed effects of sex;

Rk � fixed effects of race;

b1× weightijklmn � linear regressions on weight carried;

b2×distanceijklmn � linear regressions on distance;

rl � random effects of rider;

pem � random effects of permanent environment;

am � random genetic additive effect of an animal;

eijklmn � random errors.

The above model was employed for both pair-wise (two-trait) analyses of the HS
races results with each of the LS group results, and for each type of the races sepa-
rately (single-trait).

As the number of geldings was small (18 Thoroughbreds and one Arab) they were
classified together with mares. The Thoroughbred horses older than 3 years were
grouped in one age class. Similarly, the Arab horses older than four years were put into
one age group. The Thoroughbreds were ridden by 138, and the Arabs by 97 riders. It
was also decided not to fit the breeder/owner effect in the model as it has been found
to explain too much of the additive genetic variance [Sobczyñska 2003, Sobczyñska
and £ukaszewicz 2002]. The pedigrees were three generations deep and included 3018
Thoroughbred and 2025 Arab horses. The computations of variance components were
run separately for each breed.

Results and discussion

The numbers of horses and numbers of starts within each race group are presented
in Table 1.

Race status and breeding value prediction of racehorses
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The highest proportions of horses and starts were observed in the race group II in
which young horses, i.e. two years old Thoroughbreds and three years old Arabs, usu-
ally begin to run [Polski Klub Wy�cigów Konnych 1998-2001]. In both breeds, after
one or two starts in the group II races, the horses are moved to neighbouring, higher or
lower race groups.

Some inter-breed differences regarding the distribution of the horses between the
race types can be seen. While the proportions of horses racing in the prestigious races
are similar, the Arabs are more likely to appear in group I races (52% of the horses)
and less likely in the races of the lowest status (group IV). A reflection of that fact can
be found when analysing the heritability coefficients (Tab. 2). The highest genetic
variance, relative to the phenotypic one, was naturally found in group II, in which
almost all the horses begin their racing career. It is of the same magnitude as in the
entire populations regardless the race status (Tab. 2). But in race groups III and IV the
heritability was smaller in the Arab horses (fewer of them are sampled in those groups),
while in group I this ratio was more than two times smaller in the Thoroughbreds.
When selection for the ability to win begins in the LS race group of a middle status
(group II) and is performed diversely towards the extremes, one expects that the ge-
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netic variance would drop as a reaction to the successive steps of selection. Indeed,
this phenomenon can be seen in the Arab horses � beginning with h2=0.18 in group II we
arrive at h2=0.02 in group IV and at h2=0.09 in the highest group 0 (Tab. 2). The difference
between group II and III seems, however, intuitively too big. In the Thoroughbred horses,
there was a marked decline of heritability estimated in group I (from 0.18 in group II
down to 0.06), which was regained in group 0 (0.14) � still, considerably high genetic
variance for purposes of selection. Lower genetic variance is expected in the extreme
race groups (0 and IV) also due to the fact that young horses, i.e. two years old Thorough-
breds and three years old Arabs are not likely to race in those groups.

Inter-breed differences can also be observed when the repeatabilities of the per-
formances are compared (Tab. 2). The repeatabilities are fairly stable across the race
status groups in the Thoroughbreds indicating that, with heritabilities dropping towards
the extremes, specific environment gains importance in moulding the performance. In
particular, the covariance between repeated performances has environmental nature in
race group IV, which is true for both breeds. The main difference however, regards the
repeatability of ranking in group II in which the horses start racing. Young horses
entering racing track differ between themselves because of both genetic abilities and
permanent environment specific to each horse. While in the Thoroughbred horses the
permanent environment component is only half of the additive genetic, it is more than
1.5 times higher in the Arabs (0.09 and 0.28, respectively). This means, that in the
Arab horses the environment of rearing animals affects their early performance much
more than does their additive genetic background, and more than it is found in the
Thoroughbreds. Nevertheless, that difference between breeds vanishes rapidly with
ageing of the horses.

The differences between the horses regarding their ability to win in the HS races
tend to be due to specific environment rather, than to the differences between their
breeding values. The same is true for the LS races.

All the genetic correlations between traits �ranking in the HS race� and �ranking in
the LS race�, except for correlation between ranking in prestigious races and ranking in
group IV races in the Arab horses, appeared high and ranged from 0.82 to 0.99 (Tab.
3). It means that we discuss very much the same trait measured only in races of different
status. The lowest genetic correlation of 0.32, estimated between the ability to win in
the prestigious races and the ability to win in the group IV races, in the Arabs, is
believed to result from very small number of horses racing in both types of races, thus
giving a poor estimate of covariance.

Generally, the genetic correlations between rankings found for the Thoroughbreds
were higher than those estimated for Arab horses. Considering longer distances, at which
the Arab horses race, probably more factors affect the result of the race.

The environmental correlations between ranking at finish in HS races and ranking
in group I and II of LS races were all positive and only that between rankings in group
0 and I in Thoroughbreds was low and amounted to 0.18 (Tab. 3). Such a low estimate
of the environmental correlation may result from a low number of horses competing in
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group I races. On the other hand, environmental correlations between ranking in group
0 and rankings in group III and IV races tended to be high and negative. Again, in Arab
horses, correlation of 0.22 between ranking in group 0 and ranking in group IV, which
does not follow the pattern may, again, result from a low number of horses participat-
ing in both groups of races.

Ranking at finish describes a horse�s ability to compete in a group of rivals. The
competition in all the groups of races is similar � it is only the level of competitors
which increases all the way from group IV to group 0. A similar problem was met by
Fedorski [1977]. He found high genetic correlation between placing in the first race in
the season and placings in the remaining races in that season for two-, three- and four-
years-old Thoroughbred horses. He suggested that the result of the first race in the
season is a good prognosis of the horse�s career in the season. Likewise, the results
obtained in the present study by horses in group II races predict their quality as com-
petitors in other race groups.

It can be concluded that underestimating of the results of the LS races is unjustified.
The LS  races are a valuable source of information on horses� ability to win and should be
used upon breeding value prediction. Very high genetic correlations between the horse
rankings in races of different prestige  indicate that ability to win is genetically the same
trait across the races of different status. It is only the permanent environment which tends
to differentiate the abilities to win in races of different prestige.
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Wyniki gonitw o ró¿nej randze jako �ród³o informacji o warto�ci
hodowlanej koni wy�cigowych

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Celem pracy by³o zbadanie, czy miejsce zajmowane przez konia w gonitwach o ró¿nym statusie
(presti¿u) jest genetycznie t¹ sam¹ cech¹. Analizowano wyniki 12143 startów 1414 koni pe³nej krwi w
wieku 2 do 9 lat i 8754 starty 928 koni arabskich w wieku 3 do 10 lat. Konie pe³nej krwi biega³y w 1693
gonitwach, na dystansach od 100 do 3200m, a konie arabskie uczestniczy³y w 1157 gonitwach, na dystansach
od 1400 do 3000m. Wyró¿niono 4 grupy gonitw ni¿szych klas (LS) i jedn¹, pozagrupow¹, o wysokim
statusie (HS), stosownie do podzia³u stosowanego na torach. Lokaty (pierwiastek kwadratowy) w gonitwie
pozagrupowej i w gonitwie grupowej (I, II, III lub IV) traktowano jako ró¿ne cechy i analizowano za
pomoc¹ dwucechowego modelu zwierzêcia. Korelacje genetyczne miêdzy cechami �lokata w gonitwie o
wysokim statusie� a �lokata w gonitwie o niskim statusie�, za wyj¹tkiem korelacji miêdzy wynikami w
gonitwach pozagrupowych a wynikami w gonitwach IV grupy u arabów, by³y dodatnie i wysokie � od 0,82
do 0,99. Znaczy to, ¿e lokata konia mierzy jego dzielno�æ wy�cigow¹ niezale¿nie od statusu (presti¿u)
gonitwy. Wynika st¹d nadto, ¿e wyniki gonitw grupowych mog¹ (i powinny) byæ wykorzystywane do
szacowania warto�ci hodowlanej koni wy�cigowych.
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